About CGG:

CGG (www.cgg.com) is a fully integrated Geoscience company providing leading geological, geophysical and reservoir capabilities to its broad base of customers primarily from the global oil and gas industry.

Through its three complementary business divisions of Equipment, Acquisition and Geology, Geophysics & Reservoir (GGR), CGG brings value across all aspects of natural resource exploration and exploitation.

CGG employs 6,000 people around the world, all with a Passion for Geoscience and working together to deliver the best solutions to its customers.

Job Profile:

CGG is looking for new graduates to join us as an Imaging Geophysicist. As a recognized leader in seismic data processing, this is an exciting opportunity for anyone looking to utilize their analytical and problem solving skills in an essential phase of oil and gas exploration.

CGG offers processing solutions for land, marine, multicomponent and sea bed. The role of our Imaging Geophysicists is to take charge of the processing of raw seismic, working closely with Imaging Project Leader and Imaging Team Leader to provide seismic processing solution to our customer and deliver high quality of seismic images of the Earth's subsurface.

Required Education & Experience:

We are looking for enthusiastic individuals with a Master's degree (or higher) in Mathematics, Physics, and Electrical Engineering.

Strong mathematics skills are essential, as well as high problem solving abilities, great attention to details and effective communication skills.

A team player; with good time management and ability to organize and prioritize workload.

Adaptability, open mindedness, curiosity and innovative spirit are key success factors in this role.

CGG fosters a rich and dynamic learning environment and therefore on joining, you will be placed in an ongoing training program where you work within a variety of project teams, developing your global understanding of processing projects.